Six Seater Round Table – Assembly Instructions

When assembling, loosely fix together until fully assembled then tighten all
the fixings.
First start by assembling the cross rails.
1. Bolt one of the table supports between one long and one short cross rail
(making sure the longest points are on the outside) using 95mm bolts
and caps. (See images A,B,C,D and E)
2. Repeat for the other two.
3. Next screw the three longer cross rail sections together through the predrilled holes using two 90mm screws in each section. Now using the
50mm screws, screw in the shorter cross rails through the pre-drilled
holes into the longer sections. (See images A,B,C,D and E)
4. Now the cross rails are assembled place the table top upside down on a
flat surface taking care to protect the table top from scratching.
5. Now carefully turn the cross rail upside down and line up the three table
supports to the table blocks and bolt on using 60mm bolts and caps
provided. (We suggest having assistance from other people for this part.)
6. Now take your seats and bolt them to the ends of the cross rails using
two 95mm bolts and caps.
7. Taking the seat legs, these are right hand and left hand depending on the
position of the threaded insert, bolt to the outside of the seat blocks
using two 60mm bolts and caps.
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8. Next bolt the diagonal braces between the leg and seat base using two
60mm bolts and locating them in the threaded inserts.
9. Now tighten all the remaining loose bolts. Turn the table over and place
into position. (We suggest having assistance from other people for this
part.)
bolts & caps.
IMPORTANT CUSTOMER INFORMATION

To minimise twisting and warping all garden furniture products should only be used on firm level ground.
Softwood is a natural material which can twist and split during periods of wet/dry, hot/cold weather. If
cracks do appear it is a natural occurrence and not a fault with the product or material. The best way to
treat this is to use a cloth and rub a little PVA wood glue into the crack and once dry sand the area lightly.
This will not affect the treatment of the product.
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TIMBER TIPS
Softwood is a natural product that can twist or
warp through changes in climatic conditions. To
minimise this, Timbertrove products should always
be sited on firm and level ground that is away
from areas where water collects.
During the treatment process, some grain may be
raised – you can enhance your product by a little
fine sanding of any raised edges.
Changes in weather may cause fixings to loosen
but these can be tightened up as needed.
Green marking may become visible as it dries following pressure treatment. It will fade over
time and does not affect the performance of the product.
To keep softwood products in good condition, wash down surfaces regularly with a woodcleaning product.
Pressure treated products will gradually weather in colour,
first to a honey brown and eventually to a silver grey. This
does not indicate any loss of preservative protection.
Pressure Treated products should not receive any further
treatment until the timber is completely dry, as this could
cause the timber to warp or split.
A quality wood stain or paint can also be used to add
colour to your timber product. Apply the wood stain or paint in dry weather & to the
manufacturer’s recommendations.
Maintenance of any coating should be carried out each year, or sooner if needed. A quick
clean with soapy water or wood cleaner, and a new coat of wood stain will keep your timber
product looking great.
When applying a wood stain pay attention to horizontal surfaces & areas that could collect
water. Horizontal planes wear quicker, whereas vertical surfaces can last longer before a fresh
coat is needed.
We would recommend the Protek range of water-based products. The
colour pale-green is perfect for maintaining that pressure treated look.
Pressure treatment on our sheds is designed to help protect against rot
& insect attack and to give the wood an extended and low maintenance
life. The treatment is not intended to act as a waterproofing and so water
may permeate the product. A breathable membrane on the inside of the shed may during
times of extreme rain show up wet patches as a result of water permeating the product.
Adding a coat of Protek wood stain can help seal the product & act as a water repellent.

Please do not hesistate to contact us should you have any further questions.
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